Static program slicing is an established method for analyzing sequential programs, especially for program understanding, debugging and testing. Until now, there was no slicing method for threaded programs which handles interference correctly. We present such a method which also calculates more precise static slices. This paper extends the well known structures of the control flow graph and the program dependencc graph for threaded programs with interference. This new technique does not require serialization of threaded programs.
Introduction
Static program slicing [ 191 is an established method for analyzing sequential programs, especially for program understanding, debugging and testing. But today even small programs use parallelism and a method to slice such programs is required. Dynumic slicing of threaded (or concurrent) programs has been researched by several authors. But only one approach for static slicing of threaded programs is known to us [ 1, 21. A drawback of this approach is that the calculated slices are not precise enough, because it does not handle interference. Interference is data flow which is introduced through use of variables which are common to parallel executing statements. We approach that problem and present a more precise algorithm for static slicing of threaded programs with interference.
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input. The nondeterministic behavior of a program is hard to understand and finding harmful nondeterministic behavior is even harder. Therefore, supporting tools are required. Unfortunately, most tools for sequential programs are not applicable to threaded programs, as they cannot cope with the nondeterministic execution order of statements. One simple way to circumvent these problems is to simulate these programs through sequentialized or serialized programs [ 181. These are "product" programs. in which every possible execution order of statements is modeled through a path where the statements are executed sequentially.
This may lead to exponential code explosion, which is often unacceptable for analysis. Therefore, special representations of parallel programs have been developed.
In the following sections we will first introduce our notation of threaded programs and show how to extend control flow graphs (CFGs) and program dependence graphs (PDGs) to threaded PDGs, which are our base for slicing. The problem of static slicing threaded programs is explained in section 4, where we also present an algorithm to slice these programs. The last two sections present some related work and discuss the conclusions and further work.
The threaded CFG
A common way to represent procedures of a program are controlflow graphs (CFG). A CFG is a directed graph G = (N, E, s, e) with node set N and edge set E. The statements and predicates are represented by nodes n E N and the flow of control between statements is represented by edges (n, m) E E and written as n + m. Two special nodes s and e are distinguished, the START node s and the EXIT node e which represent the beginning and the end of the procedure. Node s does not have predecessors and node e does not have successors. The variables which are referenced at node' n are denoted by ref(n), the variables which are defined (or assigned) at n are denoted by def(n).
I In the rest of this paper we will use "node" and "statement" interchangeable, as they are bijectively mapped A path in G is a sequence P = (n I, . . , Q) where nj --+ n;+l for all I 5 i < k. A node p is reachable (q -+* p) from another node q, if there is a path (q, . , p) in G.
i. e. "+*" is the transitive, reflexive closure of "-+". We assume that every path in a CFG is a possible execution order of the statements of the program. If we pick some statements out of this sequence they are a witness of a possible execution.
Definition 2.1 We call a sequence (nl , , nk) of nodes a witness, iff n; -+* n,+l for all 1 5 i < k.
This means that a sequence of nodes is a witness, if all nodes are part of a path through the CFG in the same order as in the sequence. Every path is a witness of itself.
A threud is a part of a program which must be executed on a single processor. Threads may be executed in parallel on different processors or interleaved on a single processor. In our model we assume that threads are created through A sample program with two threads is shown in Figure I .
Thread 01 is the block of statements S3, & and S5 and the other thread 82 is the block with &, and S7. SI , S2 and Ss are part of the main program 00.
A threaded CFG (tCFG) extends the CFG with two special nodes COSTART and COEXIT which represent the cobegin and coend statements. The enclosed threads are handled like complete procedures and will be represented by whole CFGs, which are embedded in the surrounding CFG. The START and EXIT nodes of these CFGs are connected to the COSTART and COEXIT nodes with special parallel flow edges. We will distinguish the edges through p cf q for a sequential control flow edge between nodes p and q and p % q for a parallel flow edge. Figure 2 shows the tCFG for the example program of Figure 1 . Q(p) is a function which returns for every node p its innermost enclosing thread. In the example we have H(&) = 00, e(S4) = 81 and 0(&j) = 02. 8(p) is a function that returns for every node p the set of threads which cannot execute parallel to the execution of p, e. g.
The definition of witnesses in CFGs may also be applied to tCFGs. But this does not take the possible interleaving of nodes into account and we have to extend the definition: 
The threaded PDG
A progrum dependence graph [5] is a transformation of a CFG, where the control flow edges have been removed and two other kinds of edges have been inserted: control dependence and data dependence edges.
there is a path P from i to j in the CFG (i --+* j).
there is a variable v, with v E def(i) and u E refCj)
Node j is called a postdominator of Node i, if any path from i to EXIT must go through j. A node i is called a predominator of j if any path from START to j must go through i. In typical programs, statements in loop bodies are predominated by the loop entry and postdominated by the loop exit.
Definition 3.2 A node ,j is called (direct) control dependent
on node i, if
there is a path P from i to j in the CFG (i -+* j).
2. j is a postdominator for every node in P except i
j is not a postdominator for i.
The PDG consists of the nodes of the CFG and control dependence edges p 5 q for nodes q which are control dependent on nodes p, and data dependence edges p 3 q for nodes q which are data dependent on nodes p. 
P is a witness in the CFG
Note that the composition of control and data dependence is always transitive: A dependence between x and y and a dependence between y and z are implying a path between x and z from the definition of control and data dependence.
There have been some attempts to define threaded variants of PDGs. To the best of our knowledge none of these explicitly represents the dependences which result from irzterference. Interference occurs if a variable is defined in one thread and referenced in another parallel executing thread. In the example of Figure I we have an interference for the variable i between 81 and 02. The value of i at statement 
H(i) f H(j) and H(j) 6 G(i). i. e. H(i)
and N(j) may potentially be executed in parallel,
there is a variable u, such that u E d<f(i) and u E ref'u)
Dependences between threads which are not executed in parallel are ordinary data dcpcndences.
The dependences introduced by interference cannot be handled with normal data dependence as normal dependence is transitive and interference dependence is not. The transitivity of the data and control dependence results from their definitions, where a sequential path between the dependent nodes is demanded. The composition of paths in the CFG always results in a path again.
Interference dependence is not transitive: If a statement x is interference dependent on a statement y, which is interference dependent on Z, then x is only dependent on z iff there is a possible execution where these three statement are executcd one after another: The sequence (x , y , z) of the three statements has to be a threaded witness in the tCFG. In the example of Figure 3 statement S4 is interference dependent on statement Sh, which in turn is interference dependent on statement S'5. However, there is no possible execution where S4 is executed after S5 and thus S4 cannot be interference dependent on Sg, (& , &, S4) is no threaded witness.
A threaded program dependence graph (tPDG) consists of the nodes and the edges of the tCFG with the addition of control, data and interference dependence edges. In contrast to the standard PDG, where the control flow edges have been removed, we need the control and parallel flow edges for reasons we will explain later. As usual, the EXIT and COEXIT nodes can be removed, if the control and parallel flow edges are adapted accordingly. The tPDG of the example is shown in Figure 3 .
More complicated structures like loops or nested threads may be handled in the same way. An example is shown in Figure 4 . In the tPDG in Figure 5 there is both a data and an interference dependence edge between statement S2 and &. Both statements and their threads may be executed in parallel (therefore the interference dependence). The statements and their threads may also be executed sequentially through different iterations of the enclosing loop.
The technique to calculate the edges is beyond the scope of the papers, they can be calculated with standard algorithms [8] . A simple version would assume the existence of a boolean tinctionparallel(i, j) which returns true if it is possible for nodes i and j to execute in parallel (see [ 121 for an overview of ways to calculate this function). An interference dependence edge i -% j will be inserted for all (i, j) if there is a variable u which is defined at i, referenced at j andparallel(i, ,j) is true.
Slicing the tPDG
Slicing on the PDG of sequential programs is a simple graph reachability problem [ 141, because control and data dependence is transitive.
Definition 4.1 The (buckward) slice S(p) of a (sequential)
PDG at node p consists of all nodes on which p (transitively) depends:
s'(P) = (ql4 -+* P)
The node p is called the slicing criterion.
This definition may easily implemented through a graph reachability algorithm.
As interference dependence is not transitive, this definition of a slice for PDGs is not valid for tPDGs and hence the standard algorithms are not really applicable. ' The basic idea of our approach stems from a simple observation: Because every path in the PDG is a witness in the corresponding CFG, every node p which is reachable from a node q in the PDG, is also reachable from q in the corresponding CFG. This does not hold for the threaded variants. The definition of a slice in the tPDG establishes a similar prop&y, because it demands that the tPDG contains a threaded witness between every node in the slice and the slicing criterion. 
and P is a threaded witness in the tCFG}
A slice from the statement S4 of the example program in Figure I is shown in Figure 3 as framed nodes. The responsible edges are drawn in a thicker style. Note that there are interference edges between statement & and S5 which does not force the inclusion of statement S5 into the slice because S4 is not reachable from S5 in the tCFG. The standard slicing algorithm would include the statement S5 into the slice, which is, albeit correct, to inaccurate.
The algorithm to slice sequential programs is a simple reachability algorithm. However, it is not easy to transform the definition of a threaded slice into an algorithm because the calculation of threaded witnesses would be too costly.
'The "classical"dcfinition ofa slice is any subset ofa program that does not change the behaviour in respect to the criterion: a progrm is a correct slice of itself. Tlwefore. if interference is modelled with normal data dependence, the resulting slices are correct but unprecise.
Input: the slicing criterion s, a node of the tPDG Output: the slice S, a set of nodes of the tPDG (to, tl , , tlc-,l_l) , where the ti are nodes in the tPDG with Q(ti) = 8i. The value ti rcpresents a node which has not yet been reached by the execution of thread Bi and it is still possible to reach node t; A value of I does not restrict the state of execution. This is used to keep track of the nodes p where a thread has been left through following an interference edge. If we follow another interference edge back into the thread at node q, we are able to check that p is reachable from q. This assures that paths over interference edges arc always threaded witnesses in the tCFG. This is the reason why we have to keep the control and parallel flow edges in the tPDG.
We denote the extraction of the ith element ti in a tuple T = (to, tl, , t,) with T [i] . The substitution of the ith element t; in a tuple T = (to, tl, , t,,) with a value x will be denoted as [x /;I ( T).
The algorithm keeps a worklist of pairs of nodes and state tuples which have to be examined. Every edge reaching the node is examined and is handled dependently of its type. In case of a control or data dependence edge, a new pair consisting of the source node and the modified state tuple is inserted into the worklist. The new state tuple has the source node as the actual state of its thread. If the edge crosses threads, the state of the left threads are resetted. In the other case its an interference dependence edge. It may only be considered if the state node of the source node thread is reachable from the source node in the tCFG (all examined paths are still threaded witnesses). Then, the new pair with the updated state tuple is inserted into the worklist. The resulting slice is the set of nodes which is constructed of the first elements of the inserted pairs.
In the following we will demonstrate an application of the algorithm to calculate a backward slice for node S4. 'The worklist w is initialized with the element (S4, (I, S4, I) ). This element is immediately removed from the worklist and all edges reaching S4 are examined. The edge E 5 S4 does not cross threads and the state of the thread Q(S4) = H(E) is updated before the created element (E, (I, E, I)) is inserted into the worklist. The edge S2 2 S4 does cross threads and the state of the exited threads is reset. This cre- In the third step, the edge has to be ignored because it would destroy the property that every node in the slice is part of a threaded witness. The condition which is not fulfillable in step four may be relaxed if we drop our assumption that the program is properly synchronized on statement level. The remaining calculations are presented in Figure 7 . If WC assume that the analyzed programs has no threads, 0 = (&), then this algorithm is similar to the sequential slicing algorithm. In that case, the second iteration over all interference dependence edges will not be executed and the worklist will only contain tuples of the form (n, (n)), where n is a node of the PDG. Hence the standard slicing algorithm on PDGs is a special case of our algorithm, which has the same time and space complexity for the unthreaded case.
Cl.Pf
In the threaded case the reachability y ---+* x has to be calculated iteratively. This determines the worst case for time complexity in the number of interference edges: the traversal of these edges might force another visit of all nodes that may reach the source of the edge. Therefore, the worst case is exponential in the number of interference dependence edges. We believe that the number of interference dependence edges will be very small in every program, as interference is error prone, hard to understand and to debug. The required calculation time will be much less than the time required to analyze serialized programs.
Related work
There are many variations of the program dependence graph for threaded programs like parallel program graphs [ 15,2, I, 41. However, most of them are unusable for static slicing.
Dynamic slicing of threaded or concurrent programs has been approached by different authors [4, 13, 3, 91 and is surveyed in [ 171. The only other approach to static slicing of threaded programs known to the author is the work of Cheng [ 1, 21. He introduces some dependence& which are even more specialized than our interference dependence. These are needed for a variant of the PDG, the program dependence net (PDN). His selection dependence is a special kind of control dependence and his .synchronization dependence is a mixture of control and data dependence. Our interference dependence is most similar to his communication dependence, where dependence is introduced through explicit interprocess communication. Although our tPDG is not mappable to his PDN and vice versa, both graphs are similar in the number of nodes and edges.
Cheng defines slices simply based on graph reachability. The resulting slices are not precise, as they do not take into account that dependences between parallel executed statements are not transitive.
Therefore, the integration of his technique of slicing threaded programs into slicing threaded object oriented programs [20] has the same problem.
Conclusions and further work
We have presented extended versions of the control flow and program dependence graphs for threaded programs, called the threaded controlflow graph and threaded program dependence gruph. The tCFG is similar to other extensions of the CFG for threaded programs. The tPDG is new, as it captures the interference in threaded programs. With the tPDG we are able to calculate better static slices of threaded programs than previous approaches.
We believe that, as more and more programs are using threads, static slicing of them will become more important. We plan to extend our method to handle procedures.
The presented algorithm works only intraprocedural. However, known techniques [7] for interprocedural slicing can be integrated straightforward.
synchronization.
For simplicity, we have assumed implicit synchronization of the analyzed programs. Our plan is to integrate explicit synchronization similar to [2] . different threads. The cobegin/coend model is not always sufficient to model different types of parallelism. We are planning to extend our technique for different kind of threads like f orkij oin.
object orientation.
The problem of slicing object oriented programs is orthogonal to slicing threaded programs, the integration of slicing object oriented programs like [ 1 I] should be possible, following similar techniques as [20] .
Our next goal is the integration of this technique in our slicing tool [6, 161 for sequential standard C programs. As this tool is able to generate and simplify path conditions based on program slices, we will develop new constraints stemming from threaded program for these path conditions to obtain an even better slice accuracy.
